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The EyeLike Nature series presents a world in which stones are great for counting and collecting

and even sharing with friends. In delightful full-color photographs, the simple pleasures of the

backyard come to life and reveal the ways in which young children engage with their surroundings

with an unmatched curiosity and openness. Each page is simpleâ€”yet dramaticâ€”in design and

detail, and is complimented by clear and engaging text.Stones can be rocky roads for toy trucks.Â 

Stones can be used for hiding behind!Â  EyeLike Nature: Stones, a board book for the youngest of

readers, portrays nature through the eyes of a toddler.Â  Beautiful, familiar photographs and simple

text emphasize the way nature can spark the imaginations of all children. Â 
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I really love this book and so does my now 3 year old boy. Besides being sturdy they have managed

to keep my sons attention from him being a baby to now a curious and verbal three year old. It's

been fun watching him discover new things in this very simple book. I'm a fan of the entire eyelike

nature series.

I got this book because I wanted photo books not just illustrated ones for my son. I thought this

would instruct and entertain at once. My son seems to enjoy this book but I have to admit I am



disappointed. There are pictures of EIGHTEEN different children in here and not a single one a

minority. At least not as far as I can tell. This saddens me as my son is Asian and I would love to

see a child in there who looked like him, or at least for the message to be that there are more than

just Caucasians out there important enough to be featured in books.

First, we picked up "Snow" from the eyelike nature series from a local small bookstore. My daughter

absolutely adored that book, from about 4 months on.Next, we picked up "Leaves" and "Stones",

which were also big hits. I love the simple, clear photos, with children enjoying their interactions with

nature.I am on  today to pick up the last one, "Sticks", and I thought I should write a review.My

daughter loves them all!

This is a simple book that gives kids a relatable item in their story and relatable ways to use the

items.

This book is pretty much what you'd think when you look at the cover -- gorgeous pictures of kids

enjoying rocks and stones. My toddler gets really excited about this book and wants to hear it again.
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